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• Operational arm of the UNFCCC Technology Mechanism

• Consortium of organizations from all regions

• Mission to stimulate technology cooperation and enhance the development and 

deployment of technologies in developing countries

• Technologies include any equipment, technique, knowledge and skill needed for 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions and for adapting to climate change effects 

• Core services include: 

o Technical assistance to developing countries

o Knowledge platform on climate technologies

o Support to collaboration and partnerships

The Climate Technology Centre and Network



CTCN Technical Assistance

Provided: 

•   To developing countries upon their request 

•   Free of charge (value up to 250,000 USD)

•   State of the art and locally relevant expertise •   To 

academic, public, NGO, or private entities

•   For a broad range of adaptation and 

mitigation technologies 

At all stages of the technology cycle: 

• From identification of needs;

• policy assessments; 

• selection and piloting technology solutions; 

• to assistance that supports technology 

customization and widespread deployment

Fast and short (3 pages) application 

process for countries
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WEBINAR INSTRUCTIONS:

Two Options for Audio (select audio mode):

1. Listen through your computer

 Please select the “mic and speakers” radio button on the right hand audio pane 

display

2. Listen by telephone

 Please select  the "telephone” option in the right-hand display, and a phone 

number and PIN will display. 

3. Please mute your audio device

4. Technical Difficulties: 

 Contact the GoToWebinars Help Desk: 888.259.3826



 We invite you to introduce yourself

 Select and type into the “chat” pane on your screen 

 To ask a question

 Select the “questions” pane on your screen and type 

in your questions

 The presentations will be made available after the webinar

InteractionWEBINAR INSTRUCTIONS:
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Outline

 Introduction

WIPO / Global Challenges Division / SMEs and 

Entrepreneurship

 Setting the context

What is IP / When does IP matter?

 Brief introduction to WIPO GREEN – The Sustainable

Technology Marketplace

 Practical tips on IP commercialization / licensing

negotiations



WIPO

“… to promote innovation and creativity for the

economic, social and cultural development of all countries,

through a balanced and effective international intellectual

property system.”

Specialized UN agency for IP

Established in 1967 (WIPO Convention)

1,300 staff, >100 countries

187 member states (>90% of the world’s countries)

70 IGOs & 318 NGOs as accredited observers
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WIPO’s main activities

Services to facilitate the international protection of patents, 

trademarks, designs, geographical indications and ADR

Acting as a forum for policy discussions and development 

of international norms in IP

Providing advice to governments, upon request, on 

specific draft laws

Development cooperation on IP, including IT infrastructure

Greater global understanding of and respect for IP and 

helps develop IP-based solutions to global challenges
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WIPO’s “green” mandate

Contribute to 

global policy 

discussions at 

the interface of 

IP and climate 

change

Facilitate green 

technology 

transfer in 

accordance with 

the UNFCCC 

(art. 4.5)

Strategic Goal VII

Addressing IP in relation 

to global policy issues

Program 18: Expected Results

Goal: a functioning platform for 

uptake and diffusion of green 

technologies

Development Agenda

Recommendation 25: Promote 

the transfer of technology to the

benefit of developing countries



Background

Due to market failure and uncertainties, the spread of

green technologies is less than optimal

Dual externality

Market and policy uncertainties



Development of environmentally sound 

Technologies (ESTs)

Policies that foster low-carbon innovation:

More stringent environmental policies,

national or international (e.g. emission

standards)

Effective protection and enforcement of IP

rights

Increased R&D and public support to

private R&D

Better access to finance for SMEs



Financing

Public funding of environmental R&D is especially 

important in three areas affected by market or policy 

failures:

Basic R&D

Pre-commercial R&D

R&D by SMEs



What is IP / Role in transfer of sustainable 

technologies

Introduction to WIPO GREEN
08 July 2015

Anja Von Der Ropp

Global Challenges Division, WIPO



Intellectual property rights

Patents for inventions, trademarks, industrial designs

and geographical indications

Trade secrets (business information not generally known

that confers competitive advantage to the owner)



IP as an Enabling Factor
“Legal Intangibles” – Intellectual property (IP) refers to 

creations of the mind:  inventions, literary and artistic 

works, symbols, names, images and designs used in 

commerce.  

Once protected –becomes legally enforceable right.

IPR stimulate diffusion by providing secure channels for 

sharing know-how

Can help innovative businesses signal the value of their 

inventions to the market (to potential partners and 

investors)

One of many enabling factors:

IP is not an asset by itself – only when strategically managed by 

skilled professionals. IPR management equals added value.

Collaboration activities, organizational processes, know-how, 

business plan, partner institutions, reputation



Patents: What and Why?

Exclusive right granted for an invention – a product or process 

that provides a new way of doing something, or that offers a new 

technical solution to a problem.

Provide incentives – recognize creativity and offer the possibility 

of material reward for marketable inventions. 

Patent protection: invention cannot be commercially made, 

used, distributed or sold without the patent owner’s consent. 

Generally 20 years, enforced in court of law. Expiry means the 

technology is available for commercial exploitation by others

Patent Rights: decide who may – or may not – use the patented 

invention for period of protection. Give permission to or license 

other parties to use their inventions on mutually agreed terms. 

Sell. 



Trademarks: What and Why?

What: 

• Distinctive sign that identifies certain goods or services produced 

or provided by an individual or a company. 

• Owners have the exclusive right to use them to identify goods or 

services, or to authorize others to use them in return for 

payment.

Why: 

• Help consumers identify and purchase a product or service 

based on whether its specific characteristics and quality

• Promote initiative and enterprise worldwide. 

• Hinders efforts of unfair competitors. 

Collective marks /certification marks – for example, ISO9000 or 

Ecolabels for products with reduced environmental impact



Industrial Designs: What and Why?

What: Ornamental or aesthetic aspects of an article. May consist 

of three-dimensional features, such as the shape or surface of an 

article, or two-dimensional features, such as patterns, lines or 

color.

Why: Industrial designs are what make an article attractive and 

appealing; hence, they add to the commercial value of a product 

and increase its marketability. Helps to ensure a fair return on 

investment, encourage creativity.

How: 

• When an industrial design is protected, the owner – the person 

or entity that has registered the design – is assured an exclusive 

right and protection against unauthorized copying or imitation of 

the design by third parties. 

• Can be relatively simple and inexpensive to develop and protect; 

reasonably accessible to small and medium-sized enterprises as 

well as to individual artists and craftsmakers in both developed 

and developing countries.



IP rights in renewable technologies

The role of patent for renewable technologies differs from

that in other sectors:

Higher degree of substitutability and competition

Sufficient room in the market for competing technologies

It reduces the influence specific patents can have on

technological progress and prices



IP and LDCs

As LDCs do not import ESTs despite low barriers to

trade, FDI, or strict IPR, those factors are unlikely to

trigger technology transfer

Focus on building technological capacity



Technology Development and Diffusion 

– some enabling factors

Intellectual property rights

Trade and market aspects

Science, R&D and adaptation capacity

Policy considerations

Public and private sector interactions



Why WIPO / WIPO GREEN? – Added 

value

Creating a practical environment for diffusion of green 

technologies – connecting providers and seekers of green 

technologies and services:

• Business know-how, expertise in tech transfer, IP valuation, etc.

• Supporting services: PCT, Madrid, Hague

• Negotiation checklist, potential ROSP

• Publications on patent landscapes, case studies, etc.

• 57 Partners from all along the innovation chain – incubators, project 

development consultants, financing instituions, venture capitals, tech transfer 

and licensing experts, SMEs, SME networks, innovation networks, etc.



Science, Research and Development 

and Adaptation capacity

An economy must possesses an appropriate level of

absorptive capacity

Ability to do basic and/or applied research

Understand, implement and adapt technologies arriving from other

countries

Depends on macroeconomic and governance environment,

education systems

Can enhance the potential for domestic innovation

Importance of adaptation to country-specific and regional

characteristics





Policy tools

Ambitious policy tools constitute probably the most 

significant factor in promoting environmental innovation

Variety of supply – and demand-side approach: 

environmental and technical regulation, carbon pricing, subsidies, 

mandates, funding grants, public-private partnerships…

Transparency is of fundamental importance 

Identify costs and benefits of the policies

Attracting relevant support from relevant interest groups

Need for policy-makers to combine different instruments, 

taking into account the country and industry specific 

conditions





Public and Private Sector Interaction

Different interaction between market players and other

stakeholders significantly facilitate green technology

transfer to developing countries

Companies cooperative agreements: joint-ventures, joint

R&D, technology exchange agreements, direct minority investment

and sourcing relationship

Non-commercial and/or pre-competitive collaborative

agreements: Research coordination agreements, cost-sharing

agreements, Eco-Patent Commons, WIPO GREEN



Challenges

Addressing climate change while achieving socially 

inclusive and environmentally benign economic growth.

Enabling more efficient adaptation and deployment of 

green solutions.

Helping public and private sectors stimulate innovation 

and technology diffusion.

Transparency and know-how

 Which technologies are available? Who owns them?

 Which technologies are needed?

 How to establish and structure partnerships?

 How to access financing solutions? 



What is WIPO GREEN

WIPO GREEN is an interactive marketplace that 

connects green technology providers and those seeking 

innovative solutions to combat environmental 

challenges.



Two principal components

WIPO GREEN Database

Freely accessible, offers 

a broad listing of:

 Products, services and 

intellectual property

 Needs for products, 

processes, know how 

transfer, collaboration and 

finance

WIPO GREEN Network 

Connects green 

technology providers and 

seekers, catalyzes 

mutually beneficial 

commercial transactions 

and offers other 

resources and services



Benefits

Find solutions to your needs

Enter into a dialogue with different technology providers

Promote products and technologies

Identify green technology needs in different regions

Partner with others to develop, adapt and/or 

commercialize technologies 

Access WIPO and third party resources and services to 

accelerate transactions

Enter new markets 

Connect with large and small companies, IGOs and 

NGOs, universities, innovators and governmental 

agencies from around the world



Benefits

More transparent marketplace

Level playing field 

Reduce transaction costs

Build on comparative advantages of multi-stakeholder 

approaches

Constructively contribute to the global policy discourse



The WIPO GREEN Database 

Freely accessible, offers 

a broad listing of:

 Products, services and 

intellectual property (IP) 

assets (including 

inventions, technologies, 

know-how) for sale and/or 

license, as well as 

opportunities for 

collaboration 

 Needs for products, 

processes, know-how 

transfer, collaborations and 

finance 

The technologies and 

needs cover:

 Administrative, Design or 

Regulatory Aspects

 Agriculture / Forestry

 Alternative Energy 

Production

 Energy Conservation

 Transportation

 Waste Management



The WIPO GREEN Database



The WIPO GREEN Network 

Connects providers and seekers and catalyzes 

mutually beneficial commercial transactions, by

 Services offered by WIPO and third parties such as 

arbitration and mediation

 IP management resources

 Links to funding opportunities

 Learning and training opportunities, upcoming events

 Roster of service providers

 Case studies illustrating tech transfer and 

collaborations



Partners and Users

Partners Public and private institutions

Support WIPO GREEN and/or provide advice (e.g. facilitate 

transactions directly or indirectly; contribute expertise; 

integrate WIPO GREEN in specific activities; act as regional 

or national focal points, etc.).

Users SEEKERS upload needs for products, processes, know-how 

transfer, collaborations and finance

PROVIDERS upload products, services & intellectual assets 

(incl. inventions, technologies, know-how, patents), for sale, 

collaboration and/or license

OTHER USERS access resources, services, the newsletter 

and interactive blog that are also available to Partners and 

Users



Sample need 

The R&D division of Hanoi Water Company is looking for 

water treatment technologies that can co-treat Hanoi Water 

Company

So far, conventional centralized water treatment plants 

have been used to treat ground water in Hanoi city. 

However, over the last decade, ammonium and arsenic 

levels have risen in a number of production wells. The 

Hanoi Water Company is therefore keen on reaching out to 

technology providers who can address this problem.



Get involved

Register as a User to: 

 communicate your green innovation and technology 

needs

 advertise your inventions, technologies, products and 

services

 connect with the innovation and business 

communities globally

Become a Partner and shape the further development of 

WIPO GREEN



Thank you !

Anja.vonderropp@wipo.int

Wipo.green@wipo.int

www.wipo.int/green

mailto:Anja.vonderropp@wipo.int
mailto:Wipo.green@wipo.int


Practical Tips on IP Commercialization and 

Licensing Negotiations
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Topics 

IP Commercialization Options

Licensing as a Tool for IP Commercialization

Conclusions
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IP Commercialization Options

IP commercialization is a process of monetizing IP;

Generally – 3 main options, with numerous 

combinations, depending on your business objective 

and real capacity:

ASIGNMENT OF IP

LICENSING

ESTABLISHMENT OF STARTUP – option 

frequently used by universities and research and 

development institutions. 
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Assigning  Technology

Assigning IP rights – transferring all your ownership 

rights to the party in return for financial or other value;

Assigning in return for financial benefit – selling your 

IP rights;

Definitive solution;

Time in definitive;

Makes great difference related to licensing – as 

“renting” of IP rights under specific conditions, for a 

limited period of time (mostly economic life of an IP 

asset);

Assigning IP rights – only when you have a good 

reason for it!



Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing

A license is a consent by the owner (Licensor) to the use of IP by 
other party (Licensee) in exchange for money or some other value 
(cross – license).

IP licensing only occurs when one of the parties owns valuable 
intangible assets know as Intellectual Property (IP).

IP ownership gives a  legal right to the owner of IP to exclude or 
prevent others from using that IP for commercial purposes.

Intellectual Property (registered or non registered) is the subject 
matter of the licensing agreement.

Different kinds of IP Licenses

Pure IP License

Product or Technology License

Standard License
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Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing

Permits another party to:

- make, have made, use, sell, import (patents);

- copy, display, distribute, modify, make derivative
works (copyright).

Patent license – waiver of right to exclude.

Copyright license – waiver of right to control.

“Technology license” – may include different types of IP.



Business Context of IP Licensing

Technology Licensing often occurs as a consequence or in the 

context of other relationships (research or business) in which 

other agreements are very important.  In that case licensing 

agreement is interrelated to these other agreements.

Joint Venture Agreement

Merger of Businesses

“Networked Collaboration” – “Open Innovation”

Patent Pools

Access to Standards

Research Collaboration Agreement

Sponsored Research Agreement

Material Transfer Agreement

Consultancy Agreement

Research Service Agreement ( if IP ownership of the 

developed research results were not assigned in 

advance) 



Use of Licensing 

Contracts in the context of 

other technology transfer 

agreements

Access, use and 

management of IPR

Exclusive or

non - exclusive

Collaboration Agreement Access to and use of 

Background IP

Non – exclusive licensing ( often cross – licensing)

Collaboration Agreement Access to and use of 

research results 

independently developed 

by parties 

Non – exclusive 

Collaboration Agreement Management of 

Foreground IP

Exclusive or 

non exclusive license to the third party

Sponsored Research 

Agreement

Use of research results 

by Sponsor

Exclusive or non – exclusive, usually fee free

Service Research 

Agreement – Contractual 

>Research

Ownership o/  Use of 

developed IP by 

Contractor

Assignment of IP rights in advance or 

Exclusive License

Consultancy Agreement Ownership / Use of IP 

by Industry Partner

Usually assignment of IP or 

exclusive license
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License Agreements – Why is it Important?

Important for R&D institution, as a licensor, is to always have the right to 
use licensed technology for further research and non-profit purposes

Research exemptions are implicit in the European law. 

In the US, in the case of an exclusive license, research exemption has 
to be explicitly mentioned in a licensing contract.

“Retained Rights. University retains the right, on behalf of itself and all 
other non-profit academic research institutions, to practice the 
Licensed Patent and use the Technology Information and Licensed 
Technology for any non-profit purpose, including sponsored 
research and collaborations. Licensee agrees that, notwithstanding 
any other provision of this Agreement, it has no right to enforce the 
Licensed Patent or to claim based on the Technology Information or 
Licensed Technology against any such institution” – University Model 
Agreement. 



Why IP Licensing?
Licensing Agreements  

• Provides opportunity for development of IP portfolio and to control IP in 
specific fields of research  and business– freedom of operation;

• Multiply options for IP commercialization with different partners;

Advantage - gives variety of options for business 

relations with different partners by using the same 

portfolio of IP;

“Win – win “ solutions, 

Possibility for licensing partners to share the risk 

through royalty rates; 

Potentially provides significant return on investment 

and incentives for creativity and innovation;

Very important business tool for new “collaborative 

innovation” or “open innovation”. 



Key Terms of a Licensing Agreement



The key terms of a licensing 

agreement - are the vital 

elements in the structure of 

the  licensing agreement.  

http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?contractUrl=1&language=en-US&family=creative&p=lego&src=standard
http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?contractUrl=1&language=en-US&family=creative&p=lego&src=standard


I. Subject Matter:  What is licensed?

II.  Scope:  What can you do with it?

III. Financial:  What value is it? 

IV. Upgrades and maintenance:  What   will 

happen with it in the future?

Key Terms  

The Four Clusters



Key Terms are Inter  - Related with Business Objectives of the 

Negotiating Parties.

What do you want to achieve with the licensing agreement will 

influence your options related to key terms!

What is essential for you? 

Key Terms and Business 

Objectives



Chapter III:   Cluster 1

The Subject Matter



Subject matter of a licensing agreement is always an intellectual 
property right;

It can be registered IP:

Patent – formula for medical treatment; 

Copyright – software; 

Trademark – “coca – cola”, franchising – “McDonalds”

Industrial design – car design;

Important subject matter of a technology transfer agreement is 
trade secret and know - how – non registered IP. 

Subject Matter:  What is 

Licensed?



Copyright

(Software, Schematics, Documentation)

Trade Secrets

Know-how

Trademark

Ind.

design

Patent 1 (Turbine)
Patent 2 

(Integration System)
Patent 3 (Thin Film)

Subject Matter of the Imaginative “Smart Turbine” 

Licensing Agreement

1. Claim

2. Claim

3. Claim

7. Claim

4. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim

1. Claim

2. Claim

3. Claim

7. Claim

4. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim

1. Claim

2. Claim

3. Claim

7. Claim

4. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim



Copyright

(Technical Documentation)

Know-how

Trademark

Ind.

design

Patent 1 (Turbine)
Patent 2 

(Integration System)
Patent 3 (Thin Film)

II. What the Licensor Want to License OUT

7. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim

7. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim

7. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim



Copyright

(Software, Schematics, Documentation)

Trade Secrets

Know-how

Patent 2 

(Integration System)
Patent 3 (Thin Film)

I.  What the Licensee Wants to License IN

1. Claim

2. Claim

3. Claim

7. Claim

4. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim

1. Claim

2. Claim

3. Claim

7. Claim

4. Claim

5. Claim

6. Claim



Common Problems

Who owns the IP? 

Unfinished development

Patents not issued 

Multiple parties

Pending claims 

MOUs or Letters of Intent

Best efforts, good faith



How Can You

Clarify the 

Subject Matter?

Confidentiality agreements

Prototype agreements

Feasibility studies

Interim agreements (addressing cost)

Consultations with lawyers, experts

Study of documentation, databases

Study competing products



Chapter III:   Cluster 2

The Scope of the Rights



Scope of Rights

What and how broad rights your business model 

require?

Make, have made, use, sell, import, transfer, 

make improvements?

Copy, display, modify, make derivative works, 

distribute, transfer?

Conduct research and product development?  



Scope of Rights

Very important element in a licensing agreement, as it 

gives both parties various options to negotiate and to 

adjust to their own business interest – “win-win”.

Options manly relates to:

Exclusivity of the rights

Field of use of  IP and technology

Territory

Timelines

Sublicensing



Scope:  Exclusive rights?

A necessary risk (for Licensor)? 

What arguments can Licensee make for obtaining 
exclusivity of the rights?

What arguments can Licensor  make against?

Possible means of  protection against a lazy, 
dishonest, or ineffective licensee:

Minimum Royalties

Time Limitation of Exclusivity

Ineffeciciency as a Trigger for Contract 
Termination

http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?contractUrl=1&language=en-US&family=creative&p=exclusivity&src=standard
http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?contractUrl=1&language=en-US&family=creative&p=exclusivity&src=standard


Common Problems 

in Cluster 2

Scope too broad

Scope too vague

Scope too restricted (e.g. no right to sell)

Exclusivity granted without protections

Unclear how sublicenses are administered

Grant backs that prevent the licensee from     

creating advantage



Chapter III:   Cluster 3

Financial Terms in Licensing 

Agreements



Value:  Total value of the licensed IP in 

context of the other key terms; and

Form of payment:  How the payments will 

be made.

Cluster 3:  Financial Terms in 

License Agreements



Royalties

Lump sum 

Initial fee or licensing fee

Installment payments

Combinations

Formes of Payment



What is a Royalty?

A form of payment in which 

Licensee pays value to Licensor 

over a negotiated period of time, in 

return for Licensor’s consent to 

use IP.  

Royalties are based on volume 

(per unit) or a percentage on 

revenues from products using the 

IP.



Why Royalties are Used

A way of distributing payment of value to 
Licensor so as to:   

- Permit sharing of benefit,

- Share risk that the technology will not 
succeed (because of technology defect or 
market failure), 

- Avoid immediate high cost to Licensee,

- Ensure mutual motivation to make 
technology succeed.



Minimum Royalties - Important for licensor in 
exclusive licenses as security in case of failure of 
licensee to exploit the technology
Capped Royalties 

Ramping (Increasing) Royalties 

Declining Royalites
Premium for high performance (bonus)

Advances against royalties (where licensor needs up front 
cash to fund operations)  

Royalty Variations



Ramping (increasing) royalties 

Declining unit sales>>higher royalty rate 

to keep income to licensor constant. 

Declining royalites

the reverse of above;

where value of technology is declining.

Royalty Variations



Capped royalties 

Cap royalties over term of agreement to 

a fixed amount/avoids windfall

Licensor does not like as it limits upside

Premium for high performance (bonus)

Advances against royalties (where licensor needs 

up front cash to fund operations)  

Royalty Variations



Important for licensor in exclusive licenses as 

security in case of failure of licensee to exploit the 

technology;

Absolute payment obligations?  Risky for the 

licensee--can run it into insolvency if the 

technology is not successful or if the minimum is 

too high;

Trigger for option to terminate or modify contract.

Minimum Royalties



Separate royalties for patents and know how (e.g. 

trade secrets) or other IP in case patent is 

invalidated;

Do not confuse royalties with initial license fees, 

development installment payments, consulting 

payments, etc.

Important !



Comparable Royalties

Dan McGavock, IPC Group, Chicago, Illinois (based on survey)

 

Royalty Rates for In-Licensing by Industry 

Industry 0-2% 2-5% 5-10% 10-15% 15-20% 20-25% >25% 

Aerospace 50.0% 50.0%      

Automotive 52.5% 45.0% 2.5%     

Chemical 16.5% 58.1% 24.3% 0.8% 0.4%   

Computer 62.5% 31.3% 6.2%     

Electronics  50.0% 25.0% 25.0%    

Energy 33.3% 66.7%      

Food/Consumer  100%      

General Mfg. 45.0% 28.6% 12.1% 14.3%    

Government/University 25.0% 25.0% 50.0%     

Health Care 3.3% 51.7% 45.0%     

Pharmaceuticals 23.6% 32.1% 29.3% 12.5% 1.1% 0.7% 0.7% 

Telecommunications 40.0% 37.4% 23.6%     

 



Chapter III:   Cluster 4

Development of the Technology



Improvements by Licensor and Licensee

Joint Improvements

New products

New patents

Service and support

TECHNOLOGY IS ALWAYS CHANGING!  BUT 

CONTRACTS are fixed in time.

Future Developments



Avoid any commitments that limit options to 

develop new products;

Options to acquire new IP are popular - but on what 

terms?   The terms for a right of first refusal have to 

be spelled out.

Future Developments by Licensee



Grant backs:   when licensee must give back to 

licensor a licensee to improvements to the licensed 

technology.   Can be mutual.  

European Union competition rules:  no exclusive 

license or assignment of grant backs by one party -

permitted only if mutual.

Platform strategy often involves grant backs:  e.g. 

Linux /Open Source.  

Future Developments:  Grant Backs 

by Licensee



Licensing Negotiation



In technology licensing, the most 

important indicators of success are 

bargaining leverage and 

preparation  



How to Prepare?

Define the team

Define business objectives

Assess bargaining power

Fix time frame

Gather documents

Write the Term Sheet

Chose negotiating strategy

Select any preliminary 

agreements 

Evaluate the other party

Meet with the Team



The Advantage Continuum

The negotiator has the difficult task of constantly assessing the way the 

key terms affect the business objectives of the license

The goal of the negotiator is to stay as much as possible on    the right 

side of this continuum with respect to each key term



Fall-back Positions 

and Compromise

You may decide to accept a compromise with respect to a 

certain key term, that is, take a position that is not advantageous 

(a negative number in the above continuum), but that is acceptable 

in the context of positions taken on other key terms

The objective is to reach “Win-Win” solution!!



Withdrawal from 

Negotiations

If you cannot reach the deal in line with your 

“bottom line interest” – do not sign the 

agreement!

Withdrawal is not a failure !!!



Conclusions

IP Commercialization option that you are going to 

choose – depend on your business objective, but also 

your real capacity to implement the option of your 

choice!

Above mentioned options are only tools – you may 

create your own way by using those tools!

From a long time perspective you may consider giving 

to a specific partner even fee free license – to start 

partnership!

Important – investment in technology is always a risk , 

which is not evident at the beginning of the process.

Take your decisions from a longer term strategy point, 

create future for your technology and leave options 

open as long as possible.


